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Abstract

Many medical schools have transitioned to an integrated curriculum to provide a more salient contextual appreciation of the practice of medicine. Various types of assessments are used in these curricula to support this integration. One of these, multidisciplinary exams, creates challenges for recognizing student performance in different disciplines. A concern for faculty is that students who pass the exams but upon closer scrutiny do poorly in one or more disciplines. Unfortunately, this trend can continue throughout preclinical training. We constructed a database of discipline-specific objective data for each course and that also provided cumulative data longitudinally through the curriculum. The data are used to populate reports for the students, advisors, and administrators. The database was broadened to include data from clerkship performance and residency match to provide a complete profile of student performance. Together, the data and reports provide a useful tool for student review and data-driven curriculum decisions.

Innovation

Multidisciplinary examinations are developed to assess students’ ability to think of the patient as a whole rather than as a collection of individual disciplines. The greatest amount of objective data is generated during the first two years of the curriculum. A database was developed to sort student performance information for exam questions that were tagged with discipline tracked. From the exam software, data are imported from a macro developed for these tagged objective data. When imported, the data reside in tables and queries that populate the report fields automatically. It was developed first in Access for beta testing and then moved to SQL. Several views of the database with sample data are shown in the Appendix (Figure A1). Demographic and other student data are uploaded directly from PowerCampus (Ellucian), the ERP system utilized by the University. For security, distribution of reports to students and advisors (Appendix, Figure A2) is through Blackboard, the learning management system. These reports provide performance data by discipline for the recently completed section (or course) and also cumulative-ly to date. Distribution of de-identified reports to department chairs and other administrators provides information about individual (deidentified) and class performances in a section and cumulatively for each discipline (Appendix A3). Department chairs and administrators may request identified information for specific purposes. For example, an elective was created for a student cohort doing poorly in a discipline and these students were invited to enroll. A committee also monitors students with poor academic performance and identifies specific interventions to assist these students improve their performance.

The clinical training program is a distributed model over multiple sites and is coordinated by the University through regional assistant deans. Data from the second two years of the curriculum includes information such as clinical sites, shelf exams, and board performance for each clinical discipline. The database provides a single site for information to assess associations between clinical and preclinical performance by student, site, or clerkship in more detail than available on the transcript of grades. The usefulness of the database was extended to include postgraduate information such as residency match information for type of match (the American Osteopathic Association, AOA, or the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education, ACGME), match status, site, specialty, and specialty status (categorical or preliminary). Included is information about secondary site or specialty, if applicable. This latter information will provide opportunities to perform outcomes analyses on the impact of curriculum on residency selection using many independent variables, such as preclinical and clinical discipline performance, national board discipline performance, and site of training.

The database is easy to manipulate to add fields. This feature allows consideration of other types of data such as competencies which schools are beginning to address along with cognitive proficiencies. Consideration is currently being given to including additional information about residency applications, such as additional sites and specialties to which the
student applied. This information could be used to supplement information from the NMRP Program Director Survey and provide a better institutional understanding of trends within class cohorts. The database can be individualized to other institutions and is easy to transfer the template.

**Evaluation**

A survey of faculty showed the development of the advisor report was well-received. The survey used a Likert scoring scale and asked faculty to rate statements about the advisor’s report and the chair report. Figure A4 (Appendix) shows 83% of faculty agreed or strongly agreed with statements about the advisors report. The most significant feature of the report was the inclusion of cumulative data. Students with persistent performance problems were not easily identified by advisors previously, and the report made it easier to address concerns during advising meetings. The most common recommendation from the faculty was to provide the reports sooner. Reports are presently completed within 7-10 days of finalization of grades for the section.

The report sent to the department chairs (Appendix, Figure A3) provided data stratified by deidentified individuals for each discipline and was available as either a .pdf file or Excel spreadsheet for departmental analyses. This serves two purposes. Faculty can view individual performances while at the same time view how their discipline did among other disciplines. Less than half (43%) of the faculty were aware of the reports sent to the chairs to share with their faculty (Appendix, Figure A4). Approximately 26% of faculty agreed or strongly agreed that the report provides chairs and faculty more information about the department’s performance than they have had previously; this underscores the need for improved communication with faculty. Comments suggest faculty are feeling information overload from the new reports. Because each class has 250 students, the available data for departments is significant. The availability of the spreadsheet should allow faculty to better sort and evaluate the information. With high stakes assessments, which represent the preponderance of assessments in our curriculum, it is important to focus on outcomes of our program at each step. Data have been used to review summative outcomes of disciplines and establish a benchmark of student accountability for discipline cognitive knowledge. As a result of these data and the ability to generate reports, minimal knowledge competencies for basic sciences disciplines have been established for students by the faculty. Minimal medical knowledge proficiency must be attained prior to the beginning of clerkship training.

**Conclusions**

The development of this database has centralized all objective student data that were difficult to view in an integrated curriculum previously. It includes longitudinal data for each student and post-graduate information. Data fields are easily populated with exam data and national reports that are imported and linked to tables and queries by student identification numbers. Editing fields can be accomplished easily to individualize reporting for institutions.

Creating reports has generated several medical education projects that would have been difficult prior to the database. However, careful consideration of the purpose of a report and the action of possible outcomes is recommended. In addition to reports for faculty and students, the database is becoming a portfolio of student information beyond its original purpose and will include information currently housed in other areas of the University such as publications, presentations, and scholarships.
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